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Abstract

Alaska's coastline and its interior contain important archaeological and
historic heritage sites. A  the same time, oil exploration, development, production,
and transportation  via pipeline! occur both onshore and offshore. Fur hermore,
offshore waters serve as passageways for oil tankers and other ocean vessels,
which carry petroleum products and/or hazardous subs ances. Marine or inland
spills of those substances, and associated response activities, may result in injury
to archaeological and historical resources.

Since I988,  he U.S. Department of the Interior has worked with Alaska
Regional Response Team members and on-scene coordinators to help ensure that
the protection of cultural resources is considered following oil spills and hazard-
ous substance releases. As a result, since 1988, the Alaska Regional Response
Team and on-scene coordinators have begun to recognize that;  I! oil spills and
hazardous substance releases may impact cultural resources, and �! they have a
statutory responsibility to ensure that appropriate actions are taken to protect those
resources following a spill, Because of this groundwork, steps were taken
following the T/V Lrron Valde= oil spill to minimize injury to cultural resources
during the 4-year response effort,

In July I 992, the Alaska Regional Response Team established the Cultural
Resources Working Group to develop written guidelines for federal and state on-
scene coordinators to use to ensure that archaeological and historical resources are
taken into account following oil spills and hazardous substance releases. Members
of the Cultural Resources Working Group include representatives from two state
and five federal entities and one interest group: Alaska Departmen  of Natural
Resources: Alaska Department of Environmental Conscrvadon  whose representa-
tive cochairs thc Working Group!; U.S. Forest Service; U.S. Departmen  of
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Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; U.S. Coast Guard;
U.S. Environinental Protection Agency; U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of
Environmental Policy and Compliance  whose representative cochairs the
Working Group!, and National Park Service; and the oil industry.

The resulting draft Cultural Resources Protection Guidelines for Alaska,
prepared by the Cultural Resources Working Group, include the following
inforination:  I ! suinmary of federal and state statutory requirements to protect
cultural resources, �! definition of cultural resources, �! identification of
potential direct and indirect impacts to cultural resources, �! defi mtion of
emergency and remedial actions, �! identification of notification procedures and
information required by cultural resources specialists, �! identification of
response procedures, �! identitication of cultural resources specialists contact
procedures, lgl discussion of qualifications and training, and  9! discussion of
funding. Following adoption by the Alaska Regional Response Team in late !994,
these guidelines will serve as a valuable reference and response guide to tederal
aud state on-scene coordinators. As a result, they will help increase the protection
afforded to cultural resources in Alaska,

Introduction

Cultural Resources Protection Awareness

The U.S. Department of the Interior  DOI! began focusing on the
importance of including the protection of cultural resources in spill
responses as a result of DOI's participation on a design team for a U.S,/
USSR spill exercise held in Anchorage in 1988, The DOI recognized at
that time that agencies responsible for managing and protecting public
resources needed to ensure that cultural resources � and not just biological
resources � were included in response planning activities and response
actions. As a result, the spill's potential impacts to cultural resources were
interjected into the exercise as an issue,

While mos  people are aware that the State of Alaska and its
offshore waters provide important habitat for large numbers of birds and
terrestrial and marine mammals, many people do not realize that Alaska's
coastline and its interior also contain important archaeological and historic
heritage sites. To date, over 15,000 archaeological and historic sites have
been entered into the Alaska Office of History and Archaeology's state-
wide inventory of cultural resources, It is estimated that thousands of
additional sites have yet to be identified.

Alaska is well known for exploration, development, production, and
transportation of petroleum products. Spills of those products, as well as
other hazardous substances, and associated response activities may result
in injury to a variety of resources, mcluding archaeological and historical
resources.
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Following the exercise, the DOI held meetings with state and federal
Alaska Regional Response Team  RRT! representatives to ascertain
whether cultural resources were being taken into account during spill
responses. As a result of these meetings, it was determined that while
agency biologists were routinely included in decisions regarding spill
response, agency cultural resources specialists were not included.

In response to these findings, the Alaska RRT fiscal year 1989 work
plan included the following task: "Provide outreach to federal and state
agencies on the role of cultural resources during response efforts".' The
DOI held subsequent meetings with selected Alaska RRT agency represen-
tatives and their cultural resources protection specialists to discuss this
issue.

In fiscal years 1990 and 1991, thc Alaska RRT work plan included
development of an annex to the Regional Contingency Plan that would
include the following'.

~ Definition of cultural resources to be protected.

~ Identification of laws protecting those resources.

~ Identification of agencies with mandated responsibilities to protect
cultural resources,

~ Identification of lead archaeologists and other cultural resources
personnel within those agencies.

~ Development of procedures for determining how and when
cultura! resources should be considered as part of spill response.

~ Identification of differences in cultural resources protection
measures taken during emergency actions vs. remedial actions.

Unfortunately, the March 1989 grounding of the T/V Exxon Va/dez
and subsequent T/V Exxon Valde= oil spill related activities delayed work
on the annex until 1992.

Nevertheless, the groundwork had been laid, and a heightened
awareness had been achieved within the federal and state response
communities regarding appropriate cultural resource related actions and
responsibilities. As a result, since l988, the Alaska RRT and federal and
state on-scene coordinators  OSC! have begun to recognize that:  I! oil
spills and hazardous substance releases may impact cultural resources, and
�! they have a statutory responsibility to ensure that appropriate actions
are taken to protect those resources following a spill. In addition, federal
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and state agencies with responsibilities to protect cultural resources have
begun working with federal and state OSCs to ensure that cultural
resources are appropriately considered following a spill. Because of this
groundwork, steps were taken following the T/V Exxon Va/de.- oil spilt to
minimize injury to cultural resources during the 4-year response effort.

Establishment of Cultural Resources Working Group

In July 1992, the Alaska RRT established the Cultural Resources
Working Group  CRWG! to develop written guidelines for federal and
state OSCs to ensure that archaeological and historical resources are taken
into account following hazardous substance releases and oil»pill».

The CRWG originally was composed of eight representatives from
two state and tive federal agencies:

~ Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation  Cochair!

~ Alaska Department of Natural Resources

~ U.S. Department of the Interior
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance  Cochair!
National Park Service

~ U,S, Department of Agriculture
Forest Service

~ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

~ U.S. Coast Guard

~ U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

All of these agencies are represented, directly or indirectly, on the
Alaska RRT, and any or all may be involved in cultural resources protec-
tion following a spill.

In 1993, steps were taken to expand the CRWG to include represen-
tatives of two interest groups: the Native community and the oil industry.
A» a result, a representative from the oil industry was added. While the
Native community was not able to identify a representative to participate
in the CRWG, Native community repre»entatives are being provided the
opportunity to review the CR'KG's draft documents.
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Draft Cultural Resources Protection C>uidelines

~ Summary of'Federa/ and State Statutory Requirentents to Protet t
Cultural Re.source.s Brief summary ot the principal lederal and
state acts that »et out statutory provisions for protecting cultural
resources; �! National Historic Preservation Act, �! Archaeologi-
cal Resources Protection Act, �! Alaska Historic Preservation Act,
and �! Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act.

+ Definition of Cu!tura! Resources � Explanation of what is covered
by the phrase "cultural resources," A» used in the Guideline»,
'cultural resources" refers to "deposits, structures. ruins, sites,
buildings, graves, artifacts, fossils, and/or objects that provide
information pertaining to history or prehi»tory."

~ /dentific ation of Potential Dire  t and indirect lntpacts to Cultural
Resource � Description of the types of injury that can occur to
cultural resources as a result of a spill; namely, direct and indirect
impact». For example, direct impacts may occur when a spilled
substance contacts an artifact and prevents its identification in the
field. Indirect impacts may occur as a result of ground-disturbing
containment and/or cleanup activities as well as from vandalism
and/or theft due to increased activity in an area and/or increased
knowledge of cultural resources site location».

~ Definition of Emergency and Remedial Actions � Definition ot'
emergency actions  i.e., actions taken during the early stage of an
incident when a spill is uncontained and spreading! and remedial
actions  i.e., actions taken during the later stages of an incident
when a spill is no longer spreading!.

~ /dentification of /Votification Prot edures ond Information Reqttired
by Cuitur a/ Resources Specialists � Reassertion that following a
spill, notification of cultural resources speciali»ts follow» thc
established federal/»tate notification process.

Identifit ation of Response Procedures Description of the
responsibilities of federal and»tate agencies and re»pon»iblc parties
during three types of spill responses: �! federally funded, �! state

The resulting draft Cultural Resources Protection Guidelines for
Alaska  Guidelines!, which are being prepared by the CRWG, include the
following major components:
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funded, and �! responsible-party funded. For each of those
response types, the Guidelines outline cultural resources protection
actions that need to be taken during emergency responses and
remedial responses.

~ 1dentification of Cultural Resources Specialists Contat t
Procedures � List of federal and state contacts who can identify
appropriate cultural resources specialists who could assist a federal
lead agency in ensuring that cultural resources are given adequate
and appropriate consideration following a spill.

~ Discussion of Quahfrcutions and Training � List ot task descrip-
tions for cultural resources specialists who would serve as part of
the federal OSCs planning and/or operations staffs.

Discussion of participation in annual Alaska RRT Outreach
Workshops  to provide pre-spill training to appropriate public- and
private-sector representatives on policies contained in the Guide-
lines! and the development of appropriate materials to be used to
provide response related personnel with a short training course on
cultural resources awareness and protection.

~ Discussion of Funding Description of the appropriate use of the
Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund by agencies for reimbursing the
incremental costs of agency personnel who provide cultural
resources related assistance to federal OSCs.

Cultural Resources Working Group

Cultural Resources Working Group members include the following:
Larry Dietrick, Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
 Cochair!; Pamela Bergmann, U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of
Environmental Policy and Compliance  Cochair!; Judy Bittner, Alaska

As of March 1994, the draft Guidelines were undergoing review by
the CRWG, Native community representatives, and the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation, The CRWG will meet in April 1994 to discuss
substantive comments received and to develop an action plan for ensuring
that a draft final version of the Guidelines will be submitted to the Alaska

RRT for approval prior to the end of 1994. Once adopted, the Guidelines
will serve as a valuable reference and response guide to federal and state
OSCs. As a result, they will help increase the protection afforded to
cultural resources in Alaska.
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Depaitinent of Natural Resources, Office of History and Archaeology;
Gerry Clark, U,S, Department of Agriculture, Forest Service; Ted
Birkedal, U,S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service; Matt
Carr, U,S. Environmental Protection Agency; Phil Means, U.S. Coast
Guard; John Whitney, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration; and Chris Wooley, oil industry represen-
tative. In addition, the following individuals have made important contri-
butions to the Cultural Resources Working Group; Bob Shaw, Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, Oft>ce of History and Archaeology;
Chuck Diters, U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service;
and Bob King, U,S, Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment.

Endnote

'The DOI was assigned lead responsibility for this task,
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Abstract

In I 991, two years after the Exxon Vatde. ran aground on Bligh Reef, the
National Park Service  NPS! sct out to answer the question, "What, if any lessons
could the bureau learn froin this tragedy'!" This article presents a synthesis of the
author's findings in answer to that question. The paper approaches the issue of
spill response from the perspective of a public land management agency using the
NPS Exxon Vriide" response as a case study, Public land management oversight
priorities and their influence upon spill response decision-making and prepared-
ness are examined. The implications for resource protection, threat mitigation, aod
interagency cooperation are likewise discussed.

NPS successes and failures are identified in hope that they will enhance the
generalcapabilities of public land managers charged with oilspiH policy and
planning obligations. The paper concludes with a discussion of present day
response innovations in light of the Exxon Valde= disaster and their application to
the future proiecdon of public lands.

When the Tanker Vessel Exxon Valder ran aground on Bligh Reef
most National Park Service  NPS! decision makers in Alaska shared a

commonly voiced opinion that the spill, though a terrible tragedy, was
limited to Prince William Sound. They were thankful that the spill had not
occurred along NPS shorelines and felt safe in the knowledge that the
nearest national park unit, Kenai Fjords National Park, was over 100 miles
away. This complacency quickly evaporated once it was realized the oil
could not be contained within the Sound. Ultimately, the oil struck three
national park units � Kenai Fjords National Park, Katmai National Park
and Preserve, and Aniakchak National Monument and Preserve � impact-
ing resources along some 400 miles of NPS coastline.

This paper addresses oil spill response from the perspective of a
public land management agency. The paper begins with a brief discussion
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of public land management priorities followed by an overview of NPS
decision ~aking during the aftermath of the Exxon Va/de spill. Policy
implications for resource protection, threat tnitigation, and interagency
cooperation are identified and discussed. The application of these lessons
to present day spi	 response planning and preparedness on public lands is
also examined. The paper will focus on enhancing the genera! capabilities
of public land managers charged with oil spill policy and planning
obligations.

Land Management Priorities

More than 80 federal departments and agencies have some type of
responsibilities in environinental affairs. Each has its own distinct tradi-
tions and values. These traditions and values, in conjunction with basic
statutory mandates, define the collective conception of what a land
management agency perceives as its resource protection obligations, These
concepts play an integral patt in the agency decision-making process,
helping to shape, define, and assign urgency and importance to the various
challenges federal land managers encounter.

Most environmental calamities cross jurisdictional lines of state,
local, and private sector concerns as well. Getting things done when facing
an environmental crisis requires unity of action among these various
groups. Politics, competing agency missions, and strict adherence to lines
of responsibility during an environmental tragedy all serve to prevent
unity of action. Often this failure to cooperate at an interagency level will
cause agencies to act From their own narrow value orientations. When this
occurs, hidden agendas and self interests replace the consensual participa-
tion required to effectively meet an environmental crisis  Henning and
Mangun 1989!. NPS and other agencies' adherence to their own priorities
manifesting from these orientations and mandates became a point of
repeated contention during Exxon Valdez response operations.

The NPS Response

On March 24, 1989, at 12:04 am the 987-Foot T/V Exxon Valdez ran
aground on Bligh Reef, 25 miles outbound from Valdez on a heading for
Long Beach, California. The impact tore open eight of the ship's 11 cargo
tanks and spewed out 10.8 million gallons  over 257,000 barrels! of North
Slope crude into Prince William Sound. By April 1 it had become apparent
to NPS Alaska Region officials that oil would exit the Sound and impact
park units in the Gulf of Alaska. A decision was inade to mobilize a park
service response.
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The park service was poorly prepared to combat the oncoming spill,
NPS had been in the process of finalizing a spill response plan for small-
scale incidents at Kenai Fjords when the tanker ran aground, The process
of formulating spill response plans for the two other impacted parks,
Katmai and Aniakchak, had not yet begun. Few NPS employees had any
prior hands-on training in spill response tnanagement. The park service
likewise suffered because it did not know the full extent and value of

coastal resources at the soon to be impacted park uniLs  Lawrence 1989,
U.S. Congress House 1989!, This made resource protection decisions and
efforts exceedingly diAicult.

NPS decision makers at the Alaska Regional Office  ARO! and at
the threatened park units initiated the NPS response effort, The actual
management of the spill response was likewise handled at the regional
level. The region decided to attack the spill as if it were a fire or similar
resource threat. The first step was to request support through the Incident
Command System  ICS!. The ICS is a nationally recognized crisis
management system which was first developed for wildland fire fighting
in California. Separate Incident Command Teams  ICTs! provided
administrative support to the superintendents in charge of the threatened
parks. An ICT area command was created at the ARO. The area command
was tasked with managing the NPS spill response, thereby relieving ARO
of this administrative burden. Plans were made to conduct a pre-inventory
sampling of resources prior to spill impact. Additional plans called for the
placement of defensive boom in critical habitat areas and the mustering of
park rangers to facilitate cleanup operations on park beaches. The final
step in the NPS response called for a post-spill investigation of injuries to
resources at the impacted park units.

Resource Protection

The protection of natural and cultural resources was of prime
concern to NPS decision makers. Steps taken to implement this process
were threefold. They included pre-inventorying, defensive booming, and
cleanup restrictions.

Pre-inventorying involved sending out small scientific teams to
select sites along Kenai Fjords and Katmai coasts, prior to spill impact, to
conduct natural and cultural resource site surveys. This information
provided baseline data on park resources for gauging spill impact, and
gave park personnel an idea of the resources lying in the spill's path. The
need for conducting a hurried pre-inventory of resources for the threatened
park units illustrated a glaring shortcoming. The park service had limited
knowledge about the coastline of the stricken parks prior to the spill. This
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was partially the result of the bureau's traditional reluctance to embrace
science and research specialists within the park service ranks, The threat-
ened parks were also relatively new, Kenai Fjords and Aniakchak units
were established under provisions of the 1980 Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act. Katmai was greatly expanded through this
legislation. The ARO, to its credit, had made prior attempts to secure
funding for baseline data gathering. These attempts largely failed to clear
the federal budgetary process  Everhart 1983, Bane 1989, Haertel 1989,
Steering Committee 1992!. A good pre-spill baseline inventory would
have served as a useful tool in determining special cleanup requirements
for the oiled beaches, lt would have also helped the NPS more quickly
target sensitive sites which were favorably disposed to defensive booming
and freed up critical resources to focus on other tasks.

The park service had not originally planned to involve itself in
defensive booming, Exxon and the Coast Guard were supposed to direct
this operation, However, when the Seward-Kenai Fjords coastal region
was first threatened, neither Exxon nor the Coast Guard was on scene.

NPS, in conjunction with community leaders, decided to organize a
cooperative response. The local community leaders and Senator Ted
Stevens helped to assure ARO decision makers that NPS should get
involved in directing the placement of defensive boom  Ames 1989,
Castellina 1989!.

The effectiveness of these booming activities can best be described
as mixed. For those individuals who "wanted to get a lot of boom out there
and stop oil from hitting anything," booming was gauged a miserable
failure  Ames 1989!. Oil moving out of Prince William Sound was
impossible to contain. For those who gauged booming in terms of finite
deflection opportunities and protection of select habitat areas, booming
was more successful. The ad hoc Seward Multi-Agency Coordination
Group  MAC Group! was able to identify and effectively boom salmon
streams and other sensitive habitat. Still, the opportunities for effective
defensive booming were limited. There simply was not enough boom to
protect all targeted sites. Likewise, many critical habitat areas consisted of
wide bays, rocky headlands, and other areas exposed to the full force of
the weather. Booming was simply not practical under these conditions.

The failure to contain and deflect most oil away from critical
resources had other implications as well. It meant there would have to be
an extensive cleanup effort. To facilitate the cleanup effort the park service
implemented the use of resource protection officers  RPOs!. RPOs were
responsible for preventing negative impact to resources from cleanup
workers, preventing encounters between workers and wildlife, and
enforcing NPS cleanup restrictions, RPOs also served as the eyes and ears
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of decision makers at the NPS headquarters, The official Interior Depart-
ment Exxon Valde= spill report submitted to Congress credited RPOs with
preventing unnecessary damage to park resources, limiting encounters
with bears, and ensuring compliance with special permitting requirements.

The actual cleanup operation carried two basic co~ts: direct and
indirect. The direct costs included the labor, equipment, and other re-
sources mobilized to combat the spill. The indirect costs associated with
the spill included the detrimental impact the cleanup had on resources, and
the subsequent implications for restoration  Dunford and others 1991!.

Oil spill cleanup has been described as a continuum, ln this con-
tinuum, natural cleansing is considered the least destructive means of
cleanup. Next comes the less intrusive "type A" methods which include
cold water washing, the extensive use of hand tools to remove oiL and
bioremediation  chemical application to enhance the presence of oil-cating
microbes!. At the far end of the scale are the more intrusive "type B"
cleanup methods such as hot water washing, the use of heavy mechanized
equipment to remove oi!, and thc application of harsh chemicals to break
down the oil. In addition, resource damage and disturbance from heavy
foot traffic and spill worker transport contribute to the indirect costs of
cleanup. Eventually thcrc comes a point where the costs of implementing
further cleanup outweigh the net benefits derived, Going beyond this point
means greater overall resource restoration costs.

The NPS deemed the spill cleanup threshold level to be very low for
impacted park resource~. NPS decision makers felt that in a majority of
cases intrusive cleanup measures, accompanied by uncontrolled mecha-
nized transport and foot traffic, constituted a greater threat to park re-
sources than did the oil  Evison 1993!, In retrospect, the park service's
conservative approach to cleanup appears to have been a wise decision for
resources. Scientific findings presented at the 1993 Exxon Vatde Oil Spill
Symposium in Anchorage suggested that high-pressure hot water washing
and harsher chemical treatments often had a more detrimental effect on

oiled shorelines than simply leaving impacted beaches to the forces of
nature. Scieritists found that many of the more intrusive treatments,
particularly high-pressure hot water washing, caused severe reductions in
the intertidal biota. In areas where less intrusive methods were employed
or only natural cleansing occurred, biota recovery was significantly faster
than in heavily treated zones.

Regarding cultural resources, evidence has shown that direct oiling
had no measurable impact on coastal artifacts, However, inadvertent
destruction through hot water washing and other removal activities
occurred despite Exxon's extensive efforts to minimize such damage.
Cleanup activities also had the unintended effect of making known the
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whereabouts of previously undisclosed archeological sites, thereby placing
these sites at risk to future looting and vandalism  Pers. comm., Martin
McAllister, Archeological Resource Investigations, Duluth, MN 55804,
June 1992!.

Threat Mitigation

Throughout the course of the spill response, the NPS cited its 1916
"organic act" and subsequent enabling legislation as justification for many
of the restrictions it was placing on spill cleanup. However, the NPS
generally failed to convince other spill participants of the legitimacy of
NPS resource protection priorities, The park service had to repeatedly
reassert to the Coast Guard the uniqueness of resource protection values
contained in the NPS mandate. The perceived degree of impact, severity of
oiling, and park service cleanup restrictions all became heated issues
because of misunderstandings over park service resource values. Former
ARO Regional Director Boyd Evison acknowledged the difficulty he
encountered in trying to make the Coast Guard understand NPS resource
protection values, The Coast Guard, in Evison's opinion, understood the
scenery aspect of park values. They failed, however, to grasp the concepts
of resource preservation as defined in the NPS mandate. This caused the
Coast Guard to pursue a policy of oil removal by any means, in the
mistaken belief that restoring the scenic view was the only goal of cleanup
in the stricken parks  Evison 1993!.

The park service's inability to successfully convey its resource
protection mission to the Coast Guard was a reflection of a larger NPS
predicament. For too long, park unit managers had tended to focus their
attention on what was happening within the confines of their park  Steer-
ing Committee 1992!. The implications of activities outside park bound-
aries and the potential impact these activities could have upon park unit
resources were ignored. One clear lesson of the spill has been the need for
land managers to look beyond their respective boundaries. Effective threat
mitigation, be it for an Exxon Valde or a host of other external threats
which jeopardize resource integrity, precludes insular thinking. Many of
the issues and threats which NPS and other public land managers face
today cross jurisdictional boundaries. A preoccupation with internal
matters does not work ecologically nor does it work politically in today' s
interdependent world  Cochrane 1994!.

Interagency Cooperation

Taking steps to mitigate external threats can be difficult, Other
federal agencies with multiple use mandates, state and local governments
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in search of tax dollars, and private deve}opers do not have the same
priorities as agencies charged with resource protection, Such conflicting
use values can result in political confrontations. Success depends, in part,
upon the ability to identify common interests, During Exxon Valdez the
park service initiated some positive steps in this direction. NPS participa-
tion in the Seward MAC Group and Kodiak Emergency Council proved
that a great deal could be accomplished when groups joined together in a
concerted effort. These ad hoc groups had sufficient political clout to
overcome obstacles and get the response process moving forward in their
respective regions, It is doubtful if any one member of these intergovern-
rnental groups would have had the ability to do so had it acted alone.

The ability of NPS and other land managers to protect resources
under their jurisdiction, however, will depend upon more than the ability
to form ad hoc cooperatives m the face of impending disaster. Proactive
steps must be taken to protect resources against environmental calamities.
NPS participation in prior spill planning efforts at the national, regional,
and local level was inadequate, Contributing factors to this failing were
twofold. First, there was the previously mentioned dilemma associated
with the park service's insular management style. Second, compounding
this difficulty was the problem of what has come to be known as "risk
politics." Risk politics is peculiar to low probability, high consequence
technological events in which people generally assume that the risk of an
accident is so remote it will never happen. They therefore fail to formulate
adequate plans and develop the expertise needed to cornbat the disaster
should it ever occur. Consequently, once the disaster strikes, respondents
must fashion from scratch an organization sufficient to meet the needs of
the technological disaster  Harrald, Marcus, and Wallace 1990!. This latter
scenario sums up the state of preparedness for a11 respondents prior to the
Exxon Valdez spill,

The Exxon Vaidez spill emphasized, in glaring fashion, the need for
improved spill planning and preparedness. Critics have offered several
solutions to alleviate many of the problems NPS and other land managers
experienced during the spill's aftermath. First, there is acknowledgment of
the need to implement comprehensive contingency planning prior to an
incident. Land managers must develop local plans and integrate these
plans into broader area plans. Agency personnel charged with planning
and response roles must understand the National Response System and
their agency's role within this spill management system  Donahue and
Hoogland 1991!. Agencies must actively participate in all relevant spill
exercises. This hones professional skills and offers the opportunity to
foster positive working relationships with counterparts from other agen-
cies. This is particularly important for the NPS and other land managers
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charged with resource protection missions which may not otherwise be
readily apparent to the on-scene coordinator, It provides an opportunity to
educate other participants about the unique missions a given land manager
is charged to uphold. Without this involvement, land managers will be
only minimally effective in their attempts to prevent and mitigate spill
incidents.

Spill Preparedness Today

NPS participation in spill planning and response has been expanded
nationwide since the Exxon Valdez incident. The park service currently
holds spill response and contingency planning courses on a regular basis,
NPS personnel attending these courses receive training in oil and hazard-
ous spill planning and response. This training will enhance NPS spill
preparedness capabilities, The NPS has been participating in the develop-
ment of a computer generated oil spill decision support system, Respon-
dents can use this system to aid spill incident contingency planning. The
system should prove a valuable aid for spill planning and response in high
risk regions.

NPS has augmented these efforts through the creation of two
national all risk Incident Management Teams  IMTs!  Mabery and Malpais
1992, Pers. comm�Steve Holder, NPS-ARO 99503, June 1993!. The
IMTs are made up of experienced park service ICS personnel. Team
members are trained to manage a variety of non-fire catastrophes and
events. The system thus far has proven to be extremely successful. Park
service IMTs have been used for managing situations as diverse as the
1991 observance of the 50th anniversary of the bombing of Pearl Harbor
to Hurricane Andrew relief efforts in Florida,

Final Retnarks

Post-spill assessments of the Exxon Valde spill have verified the
tremendous magnitude of the incident and lent credence to speculation that
spill respondents were in general poorly prepared to react adequately to
the event  State of Alaska 1989; Harrald, Marcus, and Wallace 1990!. It
has also been recognized that should another spill the magnitude of Exxon
Valdez occur, total containment � even under ideal circumstances � is
simply not possible with today's technology. However, the impact from
direct oiling and cleanup in a spill of this size can be lessened through
comprehensive pre-planning coupled with adequate levels of training.
Furthermore, the reality is that most spills are not of an Exxon Valdez
magnitude. Small-scale incidents can ofteti be fully contained or deflected
away from critical resources. The adoption of comprehensive planning and
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preparedness strategies should not be ignored. Ignoring threats will not
make them go away. Proactive threat mitigation will ultitnately rcsu! t in
fewer incidents, lower cleanup costs, less direct impact to resources, and a
more timely restoration of injured resources.
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Protecting Ecotourism and Recreation Re-
sources in the Event of an Oil Spill

Nancy R. Lethcoe
Alaska Wilderness Recreation and Tourism Association

I',0, Bo.r l3l3, Valdez, AK 99686

Abstract

Ecoiourism businesses and recreational users dependent on natural
resources were virtually excluded from the Exxon Vaide oil spill  EVOS!
response, cleanup, and restoration process, Both were denied legal standing for
their claims for loss of use of natural resource and economic losses resuhing from
loss of clients, Recreational users and the ecotourism industry learned a number of
lessons through trying to cope with EVOS. The Oil Pollution Act of l 990  OPA
90! made changes which may help to provide better recognition, protection, and
restoration of tourism resources in the future, However, an examination of
contingency plans for the Prince William Sound area written since EVOS reveal
that many of the lessons learned have not been incorporated into the contingency
planning process. Recreation and ecotourism sites remain unidentified and
unprotected. The paper identifies and suggests some possible solutions to
remaining problem areas. OPA 90 intended to overturn the Robins Dry Dock rule
making it possible for businesses to recover damages. However, whether busi-
nesses will be able to meet the ro9uirements for proving a claim will probably take
years of court tests that inay be beyond the means of small businesses.

Introduction

Oil spills may be hardly noticeable or catastrophic events that
involve economic, environmental, and social disasters. Little attention has

been paid to these effects on recreation and tourism. Major spills usually
result in a loss of outdoor recreation and ecotourism resources. However,

even small spills that heavily impact a highly used beach for which there
is no alternative site may have a significant affect on a business. A tourism
businesses' resources include its guests, employees, the supporting
infrastructure, its image, and the natural resources it uses and markets. A
company's management of these various resources affects its profits.
When a large or catastrophic spill occurs, the ability to manage some of
these resources is made difficult, at best, and impossible, at worst. For
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example, employees may suddenly quit to take higher paying jobs in the
spill response; hotels. bed and breakfasts, and air transporters may cancel
reservations to take on contracts from spill responders; and the federal on-
scene coordinator  FOSC! may legally prohibit a company from cleaning
up an area it uses. while not providing an alternative means of cleaning up
the site. lf the spill is small, the losses may be only temporary; but if it is
large and has national and international attention, then some ol the losses,
such as natural resources, image, and clients, may continue for years. This
paper begin» with a brief description of the tourism industry in Prince
William Sound. discusses some of the lessons learned by the ecotourism
portion of the industry from EVOS, identifies some of the remaining
problems, proposes some solutions, and identifies possible opportunities
for the ecotourism industry involvement in pre-spill planning and re-
sponse. Although the paper focuses on ecotourism, most of the topics
covered also apply to recreation,

Types of Recreation and Tourism in the
Prince WiHiarn Sound Area

Thi» paper defines recreation as "thc direct use of natural resources
by individuals for purposes of enjoyment or relaxation." Tourism is
defined as a "commercial service oriented toward the provision of income
or profit for a private party that involves thc usc of natural resources for
the purpose of providing clients with enjoyment or relaxation." These
definitions are derived from the NOAA Proposed Rule on Natural
Resource Damage Assessment  Federal Re,qister 1994!.

Typical recreational activities in the Prince William Sound region
include sport fishing, hunting, walking, hiking, kayaking, boating, sailing,
beachcombing, birdwatching, wildlife watching, exploring intertidal zones
and other ecological communities, looking at the area's geological
features, camping, staying in cabins. and gathering subsistence foods. For
many recreational users the Sound's wilderness qualities and undeveloped
recreational opportunities � such as anchoring rather than tying to a
mooring buoy, and camping rather than staying in cabins are part of the
area's unique recreational appeal. Since recreation and ecotourism
companies generally use the same natural resources in Prince William
Sound, most of the discussion of ecotourism also applies to outdoor
recreation.

Prince William Sound supports three types of tourism: urban
tourism, large scale nature tourism, and ecotourism. Urban tourism
includes hotels, restaurants, gift shops, bed and breakfast establishments,

and other urban-centered tourism activities. Urban tourism is only
indirectly based on natural resources. Large scale nature tourism is
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represented by cruise ships, tour boats, and tour buses. It depends more
than urban tourism on natural resources such as spectacular scenery and
wildlife viewing. However, guests generally view natural areas from a
distance, By contrast, ecotourisrn not only uses the same panorama and
wildlife resources, it also makes direct use of the land and water, Tourists

boat, kayak, sail, anchor, walk, hike, picnic, camp, hunt, sportfish,
birdwatch, explore the intertidal zone, photograph, stay in remote cabins
or lodges, and engage in a variety of other activities on the water,
nearshore, or onshore. Trip participants seek a wilderness-quality experi-
ence � remoteness, solitude, and quiet in an area untouched by the hand of
man. The opportunity to observe and study wildlife unobtrusively for
extended periods is important. Wildlife viewing and sportfishing are major
reasons tourists visit Prince William Sound. Protecting sensitive wildlife
and sportfishing resources must continue to be a priority.

However, many recreation and ecotourism opportunities depend
even more on the services provided by beaches, According to the A]aska
Wilderness Recreation and Tourism Association's database �993!,

approximately I50 ecotourism businesses operate in Prince William
Sound. Some beaches generate hundreds of thousands of dollars annually
 Twardock 1992!, Hunting and kayaking trips are among the most popular
and profitable types of ecotourism trips. Both are dependent on campsites,
Because of the Sound's rugged, glacially scoured shoreline, campsites
with safe landings, fresh water, opportunities for solitude and quiet,
suitable wildlife watching or hunting opportunities inay be limited and
miles apart. Charterboat operators directly use beaches for dropping off
recreational users, taking tourists for nature walks, and indirectly for
observing wildlife, such as bears feeding, from a boat.

Large spills impact ecotourism companies far more than urban and
large-volume nature tours. The less dependent a tourism company is on
the resources damaged by the spill, the less the economic impact. In this
case, the converse is unfortunately also true: the more dependent a
company is on resources damaged by a spill, the greater its economic
losses and the longer the time it will take to recover its market position.
The successful recovery of large-scale nature tour operators us indicated
by an increase in tourists cannot be used to determine the recovery of the
tourism industry. Ecotourism operators may still be suffering from
significant declines in clients.

Lessons Learned from the Response to EVOS

Each spill will have a different list of impacts where the spill
response either damages natural resources on which ecotourism depends
or adversely affects a tour operator's ability to offer safe, quality vacation
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experiences. The following list describes a few of the memorable prob-
lems from the EVOS response. It is offered as a means of stimulating
thought about the types of major and relatively minor problems which
might occur in future spills for ecotourisrn businesses and for evaluating
the effectiveness of contingency plans to avert these problems.

Lesson 1

Unbalanced tnedia coverage has an adverse economic impact on
both large-scale nature tourism and ecotourism by discouraging people
from visiting an area, Reporters tend to focus on the "bad and the terrible."
When archived photographs of dead and dying birds, oiled beaches, and
massive cleanup operations are reused, they refocus attention on the need
to prevent oil spills, but they also remind people thai Prince William
Sound was oiled. When this is coupled with the selective use of photo-
graphs of areas still oiled in the Sound, the image is conveyed that the
Sound is still severely oiled,

For ecotourisin companies the presence of oil on beaches poses a
special problem. On the one hand, ecotour operators may philosophically
suppoit cleanup designed to help ecological communities recover faster
over aggressive aesthetic cleanup techniques which may produce oil-free
but sterile beaches. On the other hand, ecotourism companies recognize
that leaving oil on the beach for the media and others to exploit results in
lost inquiries, bookings, and profits for which there is no compensation,

l994 Update: This remains a problem, Unless the agencies, oil
industry, environmental community, tourism industry, and others can work
together  o educate the public and media on the importarice of biologically
responsible cleanup, ecotourism companies may lobby for expanded
aesthetic cleanup for financial reasons.

Lesson 2

Tourism companies in the spill-impacted area were encouraged to
continue operating, but were barred from voluntarily manually cleaning
lightly oiled beaches. This is disturbing since no priority is placed on
protecting and cleaning beaches important to ecotourism. Immediately
after the spill, Holland-American/Westours canceled advance bookings at
its Westmark lnn in Valdez and for its tour boat, the Glacier Queen, so

they could be leased to Exxon, Charter fishing boats also canceled their
seasons to work for Exxon. The National Outdoor Leadership School
relocated most of its trips to Southeast Alaska. The media covered these
events, Consequently, a number of agency officials and administrators
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from the state government encouraged other tour operators not to cancel
their seasons. They argued that it would increase the public's impression
that all of Prince William Sound was destroyed, would hurt other Alaskan
tourism businesses, and would take longer for the tourism industry to
recover, Businesses which continued to operate in l 989 did so because
they thought they could conduct their businesses successfully or felt a
commitment to clients who had already booked.

Although letters were sent informing the FOSC that some heavily
used recreational and tourism beaches on the western side of the Sound

were oiled and needed cleaning, these beaches were never scheduled for
official cleanup, Until August, when the sumtner season was almost over,
tour operators and recreational users were prohibited from performing
manual cleanup of lightly oiled beaches that they used. In August, some
volunteer cleanup work using manual methods with hand-tools was
permitted, but volunteers had to meet certain requirements and be pre-
approved by the FOSC. At this time, one tour operator received permis-
sion to manually clean one of its most highly used anchorages.

/994 Update: Since 1989, oil has been classified as a hazardous
substance. Before a person can cleanup oil, he/she must take HAZMAT
training. This will make it even more diNcult for tour operators to legally
cleanup the beaches they use. Because ecotourism resources have not been
entered into the Coastal Resources Database or federaVstate Sensitive

Areas Lists, they might never be scheduled for cleanup and would not
have priority. Agencies and responsible parties in conjunction with tour
operators should inventory and prioritize recreation and ecotourism
resources so that HAZMAT-trained cleanup workers can clean them.

Lesson 3

Lightly oiled beaches important to recreation and tourism may not
be mapped as oiled and hence never cleaned. Initial beach surveys were
made by low altitude aerial surveys. If the oil was not visible from the air,
the beach was mapped unoiled. Some lightly oiled beaches important to
recreation and tourism were not classified as oiled during the initial
response. Other oiled beaches were never mapped as oiled. Lightly oiled
beaches are often the easiest to cleanup manually to aesthetic levels with
little or no biological damage, Placing a priority on cleaning these beaches
would restore their use for recreation and ecotourism businesses more

quickly, Recreation and tour operators would use these recovered beaches
iu preference to other more oiled beaches thus allowing those beache~
time to heal naturally,
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1994 Update: The Prince William Sound Shoreline Cleanup Plan
calls for low altitude aerial surveys, the production of maps on the location
and degree of oiling based on the aerial survey, and then "a limited
number of ground surveys to verify and make more specific the data and
information compiled during the broad scale surveys"  pp. 2-6!. The Plan
should be revised to require ground proofing of recreation and tourism
sites in the spill affected area and to have a procedure whereby tour
operators can report oiling to a person with authority to investigate.

Lesson 4

Agencies responsible for recreation and tourism resources, such as
the Chugach National Forest and Alaska Department of Natural Re-
sources, did not have inventories of recreation and tourism sites. This
information was provided by a local person. The lack of site specific
information on recreation and tourism usage may have been a contributing
factor in the failure to protect some areas from oiling during the cleanup
response,

l 994 Update: Although OPA 90  Sec. 4202 [4J[c J [ii]! states that
area plans must "describe the area covered by the plan, including areas of
special economic or environmental importance that might be damaged by
a discharge," the responsible agencies have not inventoried, conducted
baseline studies, or developed priority lists for recreation and tourisin
sites. Obtaining references, inventory, and baseline data on recreation and
tourism resources should be a high priority for the responsible agencies
and the writers of contingency plans.

Because of limitations on funding and the remoteness of many areas,
site-specific information should simultaneously be collected for a number
of purposes such as identifying sites for spill responders and damage
assessment teams as well as for land management planners. A comprehen-
sive information sheet needs to be developed and adopted by all the
trustees and landowners that reflects not only their informational needs but
also the needs of spill responders. A comprehensive information form
assures that comparable data is collected on afl sites, thus facilitating
prioritization of sites.

Criteria for prioritizing recreation and tourism sites and the public
policy issues involved in such a prioritization should be undertaken prior
to and not after a spill. Likewise, the prioritization of recreation and
tourism sites with respect to sensitive environmental sites, which again
involves basic public policy questions, should be done before the oil hits
the water.
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Lesson 5

Scarce response resources may be allocated not only on a basis of
special economic or environmental importance  OPA 90!, but also by
"who screams the loudest." ln early April 1989, the PWS Interagency
Shoreline Cleanup Committee  ISCC! mapped the most sensitive areas for
natural resources, subsistence, and commercial resources including
recreation and tourism resources. However, because of the shortage of
boom, importance of protecting fisheries sites, administrative problems in
directing the early spill response, lack of pre-spill awareness of the
importance of protecting certain recreation sites, and strong pressure from
commercial fishermen to allocate all equipment to the protection of their
resources, no recreation and tourism sites received protective booming. As
a result, a number of important recreational beaches, such as those at the
south end of Culross Passage, were subsequently oiled during the summer,
while boats and boom were deployed to protect salmon streams miles
from the nearest oil.

/994 Update: There are no provisions in any contingency plan
covering Prince William Sound to assign priorities or cleanup commercial
sites other than those used by the commercial fishing industry. Plans to use
exclusion actions could cause increased damage to recreation and tourism
sites that are not described in the area plan. The Prince William Sound
Area Plan states thai: "In the event that the location of a spill or the
weather conditions do not permit open water containment/recovery,
protection of the shoreline areas of greatest ecological sensitivity becomes
paramount. It is recognized that it may be necessary to make tradeoffs in
order to achieve optimum overall protection of the environment"  D-7!,
Although OPA 90 requires consideration of economic interests, this
criteria omits them. For example, it excludes priority protection of the
beach in front of a commercial lodge that serves 30,000 tourists a sununer.
Since lodges are generally immovable and because compensation may
take years � if ever � to obtain, this criteria could easily bankrupt a
business.

Under both Alyeska's Prince William Sound Tanker Spill Prevention
and Response Plan and the Prince William Sound Nearshore Plan, recreation
and tourism resources could be sacrificed during the response. The tanker
plan states: "Exclusion actions are steps taken to prevent spilled oil from
contaminating a specific area, These actions are usually taken for a definite
purpose, primarily to protect: human life, wiMlife and/or wildlife habitats,
property, areas of aesthetic beauty, sacred culturalsites and cultural sites of
great significance, [and] subsistence fishing areas, Exclusion actions are also
taken to prevent oil from contaminating areas that are very difficult or
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Lesson 6

Wildlife resources important to tourism may be damaged by people
responding to spills who are unfamiliar with federal regulation~ and
guidelines affecting wiMlife and biological communities. Wildlife is
certainly one of the most important natural resources on which ecotourism
depends. In the early days of the spill, helicopters landed on sensitive
vegetation, blue mussel beds, and even on a sea lion haulout. Helicopters
and planes buzzed hald cagtc nests and harbor seal haulouts. People
trampled back and forth between the beach and uplands in heavily oiled
boots and used the uplands as a latrine. The spill response was virtually

impossible to clean." Although wildlife resources important to recreation
and tourism may be protected, recreation and ecotouri»m sites, such as the
beaches in front of a lodge, trail head, or campsite, are not included, The
plan states: "Actions may also be taken to utilize areas not identified for
protection as oil capture/holding locations to enhance cleanup"  PWS
Tanker, II, pp. RD IX-2!, Not only are recreation and tourism sites not
identified for protection, their non-inclusion as sensitive economic or
recreational areas may now be a reason for using them as "oil capture/
holding locations." The PWS Nearshore Plan describes shoreline entrap-
ment which "can be utilized to entrap oil that has impacted the shoreline
and is still mobile or to divert oil into a shoreline collection area to prevent
impacting a more sensitive area" �.47!. Measures to protect the shoreline
of bays used for entrapment are optional �,47ff!.

Because recreation and tourism sites are not listed in the»en»itive

areas database, they can be used for entrapment. For example, Prince
William Sound has a number of bays with narrow entrances such as
Sawmill Bay  Valdez Arm!, Disk Cove  Disk Island!, and Day Care Cove
 Perry Island!. These secure and protected anchorages are used by
recreational boater», charter boat operators, kayak tour operators, and
hunters and hunting guides especially in adverse weather. Their narrow
entrances should make them ideal for protective booming. Some would
register high on a priority list for protecting recreation and tourism sites.
However, the very feature that makes them desirable recreation and
tourism sites also makes them attractive areas for corralling and booming
oil. Similarly, unless camping areas and trailhead» are delineated on maps,
the beaches in front of them may be used for entrapment. As the PWS
tanker plan i» currently written, recreation and tourism sites could receive
considerably more damage through sacrificial entrapment in a future spill
than the last one. These are public policy decisions that have been made
without the notification of or input from the ecotourism industry or
recreational user».
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out of hand and threatened to become an even greater disaster than the
spill itself. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service responded with publicity
regarding federal restrictions concerning marine mammals and bald
eagles. Helicopters were restricted from landing on blue mussel beds or
sensitive vegetation.

Lesson 7

The defimtion of biological cleanup can include or exclude some
aesthetic cleanup. In the early months of the response to EVOS, biological
cleanup was considered responsible if it caused less biological damage
than leaving the oil in place. Later, biological cleanup had to demonstrate
a biological net gain. This eliminated the option of removing tar balls and
tar mats by low iinpact manual means with or without hand tools from
lightly oiled, but high priority recreation and tourism sites, such as
beaches in front of campsites.

Since there are a limited number of safe kayak haulout and hunting
areas with level campsites and good drinking water, failure to remove the
tar mats from these beaches has had an impact on recreational and tourism
use. For example, a U.S. Forest Service study conducted in the summer of
1993 showed that 25% of the kayakers departing from Whittier on the
western side of Prince William Sound still avoid the oil spill impacted
areas. The National Outdoor Leadership School's records show trip guides
have changed their routes and beaches since 1989 to avoid oiled areas
 Twardock 1992!.

/994 Update: Two different definitions of biological cleanup are
given. The Prince William Sound Area Plan states that: "Shoreline cleanup

l994 Update: Protecting wildlife resources may still be a problem.
The PWS Shoreline Cleanup Plan states that "shoreline cleanup operations
wiII observe recommended practices  sic!"  pp. 2-19!. A list of suggested
only recommended practices is given. The list includes "Ensure familiarity
and compliance with all site surveys, advisories, and special instructions
issued, including those relating to: sea] haul outs; seabird rookeries; eagle
nest avoidance; policy on collecting live and dead animals; policy on
possession of animal parts from protected species such as marine mam-
mals, eagle feathers, etc." �-20!. Regulations regarding the harassment of
sea lions and whales are not mentioned, The plan does not include or give
a reference to the location of regulations regarding the wildlife listed. The
suggested recommended practices list does not suggest avoiding landing
helicopters, boats, and heavy equipment on blue mussel beds or recorn-
mend against landing helicopters on sensitive vegetation.
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will be conducted when such removal can be accomplished with lesser
environmental damage than actually allowing the oil to naturally weather
and biodegrade"  D-S!, Depending upon the definition of "environmental
damage," this criteria might permit cleanup which could reduce economic
damage to commercial operations without increased biological damage.
The nearshore plan defines biological cleanup as cleanup with a biological
gain. This would not permit cleanup for aesthetic purposes when there is
no biological gain,

Lesson 8

Housing for spill cleanup workers can extend the damage into non-
injured areas. When EVOS occurred, an acute shortage of housing delayed
the start-up of cleanup prompting the U.S, Army to offer to construct portable
army camps for spill cleanup workers on Chugach National Forest lands
adjacent to the spill. The Forest Service advised FOSC that housing aboard
Navy vessels was preferable. If temporary camps had been permitted
onshore, the long-term damage to recreation and tourism resources from the
cleanup would have far exceeded the damage from the spill.

1994 Update: The PWS Shoreline Cleanup Plan describes the set-up
time and units available for both onshore and off-shore housing. There is
no discussion of the adverse impacts of onshore housing on public lands
 pp. 3-7,8!.

Lesson 9

Back-country accommodations for scientific teams should be
consistent with the standards of low impact use. Scientific research teams
were permitted to camp ashore, Some, like those from the Fish and
Wildlife Service, followed low iinpact camping procedures while others
left campsites with heavily trampled vegetation, cut trees, and garbage,
human wastes, and toilet paper strewn through the woods. Since these
sites were previously used by recreationists and tourists, they suffered an
adverse impact. Tour operators and others were forced to clean the sites
before they could be used again.

l994 Update: Status unknown.

Lesson 10

Restrictions should be placed on the use of areas adjacent to the spill
to avoid transferring oil, human wastes, and garbage to the uplands. The
Forest Service issued restrictions on the use of upland areas by oil spill
workers. This prevented the transfer of oil clinging to boots to the uplands
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ecosystem, the use of the woods as latrines, and the dispersion of trash and
toilet paper. The Forest Service also restricted helicopter landings in the
uplands to avoid damage to»ensitive vegetation.

/994 Update: Some of the Forest Service's restrictions have been
incorporated into the PWS Shoreline Cleanup Plan's list of suggested
recoinmended practices �-20!.

Lesson 11

Cleanup technologies should be evaluated for their impact on
recreation and tourism resources, During EVOS, the FOSC authorized
bulldozing to expose subsurface oiling, Bulldozers moved logs and
boulders from the beach into the uplands area destroying shoreline hiking
and campsites.

1994 Update: The Prince William Sound Shoreline Cleanup Plan
does not approve or prohibit bulldozing as a cleanup technique, If bulldoz-
ing is not permitted, this will help protect campsites from damage. All
cleanup techniques are evaluated for the effects on biological and cultural
concerns, The effects on recreation and tourism concern» are not consid-
ered, The passive collection/manual removal method does not list hand-
tool scraping, which was part of Alyeska's 1987 Oil Spill Contingency
Plan  pp. 4-33!. Hand-tool scraping is an effective way of removing small
amounts of oil for aesthetic purposes,

Lesson 12

Scientists should use methods for marking their sites that do not cause
safety problems or detract from an area's visual quality. Scientific teams can
use a variety of methods for marking their sites. During EVOS, Woodward-
Clyde scientists used small, almost invisible magnetic markers. Thi» was the
safest and least obtrusive from the tourism point of view. Some federal
agencies positioned rebar in the intertidal zone to mark plots. When the rebar
was covered by water, it posed a serious safety threat to kayaks and inflatable
rafts. Other scientists sprayed red paint in two and three foot high Xs and
numbers on rocky cliffs, strung red streamers from trees, and put up red
reflectors to mark control sites not in the oiled area, Since these sites were
control sites in non-polluted areas that tourism companies were using, the
markers had an increased adverse effect on the quality of the vacation
experience. During a spill it is difficult enough for a company to provide a
quality trip without this type of additional interference.

! 994 Update; No information availablc.
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Lesson 13

Flight paths to and from a spill should be directed away from
anchorages and known campsites to avoid disturbing people and busi-
nesses using these areas: During EVOS, helicopters going to and from the
spill area flew low over anchorages and camping sites in the non-spill area
from very early in the morning � roughly 6:00 am � to late at night � often
after IO:00 pm. This had an unnecessary adverse effect on the quality of
tourists' vacation experience. When the FOSC was notifled, the practice
stopped. Helicopters stayed at a higher elevation and flew over the water.

l994 Update: Flight patterns and the desirability of avoiding
unnecessary disturbance to recreational users and tour operators in the
non-oiled areas are not discussed in any contingency plan.

Lesson 14

Salmon streams should be boomed in such a way as to perinit
continued use of an anchorage. During EVOS, fishing boats were hired to
place protective boom around salmon streams. In some cases, such as Bass
Harbor, Waterfall Cove, and West Finger, the boom was placed so that the
entire anchorage was closed oN. Unlike boom placed across the entrance
to the hatchery at Lake Bay, boom across the anchorages could not be
opened and closed to let boats in and out. No public announcements were
made regarding the closure of these anchorages, Charterboat operators,
displaced from their normal anchorages in the spill impacted area, had to
contend with the unpublicized and additional loss of'anchorages in non-
oiled areas. This posed a safety and logistic problem for charter boat
operators that made it even more difficult for them to continue their
business,

1994 Update: The PWS Nearshore Response Plan describes the
demobilization of protective equipment. There is no discussion of the
method of protecting salmon streams, type of boom set up, or availability
ot' standby crews to permit access to and from anchorages and campsites.
Since access to anchorages is a potential safety problem in adverse
weather, the plan should be amended to specify that protective booms
should be constructed and maintained by crews so as to permit the use of
anchorages when there is no imminent danger of oiling.

Lesson 15

The FOSC should be requested to usc all available means to
announce the location and redeployment of cleanup operations and
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housing vessel». Oil spill cleanup task forces and special cleanup opera-
tions were located in non-oiled anchorages or on the periphery of the oiled
area such as at E»hamy and West Twin bays without public notice. For
people traveling in slow boats, the discovery that an anchorage was in use
for the spill response meant an extra one to three hours travel time to the
next available anchorage or campsite, In adverse weather, this could pose
a safety problem.

Lesson 16

Inadequate damage assessment »tudies of the natural resources on
which recreation and tourism depend can mislead the trustees into
believing that recreation and tourism resources were undamaged and do
not need restoration, While the FOSC directed the cleanup response, the

f994 Update: The Unified Area Plan  Annex I! and the PWS Area
Plan have sections on public information and media. The unified plan lists
guidelines for public information officers. Guideline  d! states: "When a
spill occurs the OSC must iinmediatel y open communications with
affected local communities, conveying facts needed by residents for their
own response activitie» and protection of public health and resources.
Initial phone calls to establish communication channels with local govern-
ments and appropriate organizations, such as fishermen and Native groups,
should be followed by regular updates through spill bulletins, press
releases, and briefmgs"  Unified Plan, 1-4!. Commercial interests, such as
tourism, are omitted. In fact, it would be difficult for a public information
officer to contact tourism interests and organizations because none are
listed in Annex E, Appendix III: Informational Resources, Since this is a
potential safety problem, the Unified Area Plan should be amended to
include prompt notification of the public by print and radio communica-
tions regarding the location of cleanup activities and supporting task
forces.

Alyeska's PWS Tanker Spill Prevention and Response Plan includes
a section on communications. Alyeska communications will be directed
toward the spill response: "Spill response dispatchers receive and transmit
radio and telephone message traffic in support of incident personnel and
agencies external to the incident, provide dispatch services, and maintain
24-hour radio logs for documentation, The message center dispatcher
receives, records, and routes information concerning critical oil spill
tactical activities. Runners will distribute hard copy materials to response
personnel" �00-6!. There are no provisions for notifying the affected
public of oil spill tactical activities. This could be amended to include
notification of the OSC's public information officer.
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trustees undertook a damage assessment of natural resources, As in the
case of responding to the spi]l, no pre-spill planning had been done. For
example, a list of recreation and tourism resources for the Prince William
Sound area might include: lodges and commercial camps, forest service
cabins, small boat harbors, boat ramps, unimproved boat launching areas,
kayak and canoe launching sites, anchorages, mooring buoys, kayak and
canoe haul out areas, portages, trailheads, picnic areas, wedding sites,
commercial campsites, recreational campsites, permitted campsites,
hunting camps, shoreline hunting areas, sportfishing areas, float and
wheeled plane landing and drop off areas, wildlife viewing areas including
killer whale rubbing beaches, coastal scenic areas along the highway,
scenic areas along cruise ship routes, scenic areas along tour boat or
charter boat routes, scenic areas along kayak routes, areas of special
geological or botanical interest, beachcombing sites, areas used to study
intertidal zone life, etc.

These resources were not included in the damage assesstnent.
Projects to restore services provided by natural resources, such as the
aesthetic quality of oiled beaches and re-establishment of intertidal zone
communities, have not been funded.

Kayakers often camp on gravel sites in the upper intertidal area
during neap tides to avoid damaging sensitive vegetation. Kayakers
displaced from these beaches are now using more sensitive uplands,
Although garbage cleanup and trampling studies which would help to
restore lost aesthetic values and prevent damage to vegetative communi-
ties have been proposed to the trustees for funding, they remain unconsid-
ered. Apparently, because of the inadequate damage assessment studies,
soine trustees believe that recreational users and the tourism industry did
not lose any services provided by natural resources, The trustees, who
must act by consensus, have funded only one project for the restoration of
recreation � an administrative one.

1994 Update: The Natural Resource Damage Assessment's proposed
rule  Federal Register l 994! recommends, but does not require, the
trustees to develop pre-spill plans. Pre-spill plans provide agencies the
opportunity to collect before a spill information on natural resources that
would potentially be affected by a spill along high risk areas. The pro-
posed rule recommends that recreational and commercial uses of land,
fish, wildlife, and other natural resources could be inventoried, listed in a
database, and tentatively prioritized before a spill occurs. It is important
that agencies involve recreational groups and tourism businesses in the
collection of this site-specific information. In the prefatory comments to
the draft regulations, NOAA states: "... vital information can be gained
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by those members of the public most familiar with the natural resource» ..
. the best time for public involvement is in the prc-spill planning when the
trustee s! is not engaged in actual discharge activities.... Members of the
public are an excellent source of information about particular natural
resources and available expertise in the community. The public, as the
owners of the natural resources, have a real interest in the assessment and
restoration and might provide a balanced representation of the public
interest"  Federal Register 1994, p. 1099!. Pre-spi]1 planning can be done
in conjunction with plans for identifying sites for spill protection and
cleanup as well as with other programs the agency conducts.

Lesson 17

Greater attention needs to be paid to how damage assessment places
a value on an ecotourism "user day." Tourism businesses and recreational
users requested that recreation and tourism damage assessment studies be
conducted. Because the studies were secret, they could not be reviewed.
On release of the studies, it was discovered that user days were grossly
undervalued at between $2.50 and $5.00. By contrast, on a willingnes»-to-
pay basis, tourists sailing with Alaskan Wilderness Sailing Safaris in 1988
were willing to pay $110 a day more than for a similar trip in Puget
Sound. Since ecotourism is based on a low-volume, high price model,
traditional methods of valuing a user day that are based on high volume,
low price scenarios are inadequate.

1994 Update: This is the topic of NOAA's proposed rule which was
published in the Federal Register January 7, 1994. The situation encoun-
tered under EVOS should not occur in the future, Comments are due by

July 7, 1994,

Lesson 18

Ecotourism businesses dependent on natural resources oiled by a
spill were denied the opportunity to recover lost proftts because of the
Robins Dr» Dock and Oppen rules  Robins Dry Dock and Repair Co. v.
Flint 275 U.S. 303 �927!, Union Oil n Oppen 501 F,2d 558  9th Cir.
1974!!. Recreation and tourism businesses were classified under the
general category of "Area Business Class." On the second issue, the
federal judge issued his ruling on February 7, 1994 holding that: "The
evidence shows that... the area businesses arc not entitled to recover
economic damages under Rob~'ns Dr» Dock. The court finds that the
businesses either did not !~ave oiled property, or if they did have oiled
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1994 Updare: OPA 90 states; "the responsible party... is liable for
the... damages... equal to the loss of profits or impairment of earning
capacity due to the injury, destruction, or loss of real property, personal
property, or natural resources, which shall be recoverable by any claimant"
 Sec. 1002.[blI2I[E]!. According to CDR Bill Miller of the U.S. Coast
Guard National Pollution Fund Center, OPA 90 makes the Robins Dry
Doc!. rule defunct with respect to oil spills  Pers. comm. 3/21/94!,

The interim rule, Claims Under the Oil Pollution Act of 1990,
describes when businesses may file a claim for lost profits and earning
capacity: "A claim for loss of profits or impairment of earning capacity
due to the injury to, destruction of, or loss of real or personal property or
natural resources may be presented by a claimant sustaining the loss or
impairment. The claimant need not be the owner of the damaged property
or resources to recover for lost profits or income"  Sec, 136.23 I !.

property, there was no causal connection between the property damage
and their economic loss.... Among those plaintiffs who submitted
opposing evidence are certain guides for sport fishermen and nature
lovers. According to these plaintiffs, their affidavits establish that, Their
businesses are dependent upon the condition of the waters and the fish in
areas impacted by the Erron Va/de= spill, When the availability of salmon
and other fish and the attractiveness of the marine environment were
impaired by the spilled oil, these plaintiffs lost revenues because existing
reservations were canceled and potential patrons were discouraged from
booking new reservations. Some had their activities directly disrupted by
the presence of oil in waters where they wouild have fished or observed
wildlife with their clients.... Upon review of the evidence, the court find~
that the plaintiff guides have failed to show that their economic claims
were related to physical damage to property, Under the court's interpreta-
tion of Robins Dry Dock and Oppen, the plaintiff' guides are not entitled to
recover for their claimed damages,"  Minutes of the United States District
Court for the District of Alaska, In re the Exron Valde;, February 7, 1994!.

The Alyeska settlement, which was reached before the above
decision, allows the area business class to receive a portion, This portion is
substantially discounted in the disposition of the miiney to take account or
the uncertainty of their status resultirig from the Robins Dry Dock issue.
However, recreation and tourism businesses will receive a portion of the
claim, which will be pro-rated on the size of claim and expert's reports,
This will be a deeply discounted claim settlement, In effect. recreation and
tourism businesses will receive very little, They are certainly not going to
be made whole for their losses,  Based on conversation with A. William
Saupe, attorney with Ashburn and Mason, 10/12/93,!
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Businesses must establish the following; " a! That real or personal
property or natural resources have been injured, destroyed, or lost.  b!
That the claimant's income was reduced a» a consequence of injury to.
destruction of, or los» of the property or natural resources, and the amount
of that reduction.  c! The amount of the claimant's profits or earnings in
comparable periods and during the period when the claimed loss or
impairment was suffered, as established by income tax returns, financial
statements, and similar documents. In addition, comparative figures for
profits or earnings for the same or similar activities outside of the area
affected by the incident also must be established.  d! Whether alternative
employment or business was available and undertaken and, if so, the
amount of income received. All income that a claimant received as a result
of the incident must be clearly indicated and any saved overhead and other
normal expenses not incurred a» a result of the incident must be estab-
lished"  Sec. 136.233!.

These requirements may be difficult or impossible for small busi-
nesses to meet. Establishing that natural resources have been injured,
destroyed, or lost may require extensive costly studies if the studies are not
done by the trustees. In most of Alaska, no baseline or even historical data
is available for site-specific area» or wildlife resources used hy ccotourism
companies, Without site- or route-specific baseline data, small businesses
will face the same problems of proving damages that the trustees had with
EVOS. In addition, companies may have difficulty documenting the
percentage of their profits that are derived from the use of natural re-
sources»uch as a specific beach, a bald eagle nest, or sightings of Dali
porpoise.

Compensation is limited to the "actual net reductio~ or loss of
earnings or profits suffered" �36,23S!. These calculations must reflect
adju»tments for: " a! All income resulting from the incident;  b! All
income from alternative employment or business undertaken;  c! Potential
income from alternative employment or business not undertaken, but
reasonably available;  d! Any saved overhead or normal expenses not
incurred as a result of the incident; and  e! State. local and Federal taxes"
�36.23S!. Under these criteria, companies may fmd themselves in a Catch
22 situation: if a company decides io continue offering tours as some did
during EVOS, the money they could have earned working in the spill
response, might be deducted from their compensation under adjustment
 c!, It does not appear that businesses can recover the costs of proving
damages to natural resources on which they depend.

There have been no court tests of claims made against the National
Pollution Fund, However, in the NftV Jnpitet case  Cireat Lakes area!
where claimants first sought damages from the responsible party, the court
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dismis»ed the claimants saying they did not have a proprietary interest  i.e.
Ro/iins Dry Doc/. rule!. In reviewing thc case. the Coa»t Guard felt that
neither side explained the. legi»lativc history of OPA 90 to the judge  CDR
Bill Miller, National Pollution Fund Center, Washington, D,C. 3/21/94!. It
may take years of court cases before there is settled law on the ability of
commercial companies to recover damages resulting from an oil spill.

Topics Pertaining to Recreation and Tourism Not Covered
by Current Contingency Plans

1. Special economic interests in addition to commercial fishing should be
included in the Unified Area Plan and PWS Area Plan information
resource lists. Both the unified plan and the PWS area plan contain
annexe» listing a summary of area resources including personnel and
information resources  Unified Area Plan, Annex E: Appendix III, PWS
Area Plan, 1993, p. vi!, The information resource consisLs of organization»
and their phone numbers. The only commercial resource listed i» the
tishing fleet/organizations. Other commercial re»ources likely to be
affected by a spill, including tourism and logging operations, are not
listed. However, there may be times when the OSC would want to contact
tour operators. The Alaska Wilderncss Recreation and Tourism Association
database contains thc names and phone numbers of over 150 tourism
businesses, including hunting guides and sport fishermen that operate in
Prince William Sound.

2. The area plan»hould include provisions for notifying, locating, and
evacuating people from an oil spill area or area likely to be affected by a
spill. In Prince William Sound and many areas of Ala»ka, recreational
users, tourists, hunters, coinmercial fishermen, sport fishermen, and
sub»i»tence gatherers may be dispersed throughout the area. A large or
catastrophic oil spill at any time of the year could adversely affect »ome of
these people. Some will have radios and a means of leaving the area;
others may bc dropped off by charter boats or airplanes and have no way
of departing; others may bc in kayak» or boats that would be unsafe to take
through a heavily oiled area. Many of these people would not have a radio.
In thc event of a large or catastrophic spill, one priority should be to locate
these people, notify them of the spill, provide safety equipment if needed,
and arrange for their timely evacuation, The PWS area plan contains
checkoff lists for notification. There is no place on these checklists for
searching for or notifying people in the spill impacted or potentially
impacted area. The»ection on safety covers safety factors affecting the
spill response, not the safety of people possibly stranded in the spill area
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 PWS Area Plan. H-5!. The plan should be amended to provide for the
location, notification, and evacuation of people caught in the path of the
oil spill.

Alyeska's Tanker Plan and nearshore response plan call for the
notification of communities, hatcheries, wildlife personnel, and others,
The following potentially affecte groups are not notified: �! representa-
tives of tourism and recreational interests; �! public or private landowners
such as the state marine park», Ellamur residents, Stan Stephens Growler
Island Camp, or landowners in Jack Bay; �! tour operators, such as the
National Outdoor Leadership School which could have up to 50 student»
camping in the area of the spill or its trajectory.

Alyeska's nearshore response plan might be amended to include the
addition of an initial phase recreation and tourism protection unit group
and leader under the nearshore group coordinator �.2!, Thc unit could
initiate the search for persons camped or boating in the spill impacted area
or its trajectory; map their locations; notify them of the spill; evacuate
them if necessary or possible; provide them  by air drop! with respirators
and protective clothing if they cannot be evacuated quickly; and serve as a
communication» base for calls from tour operators' on~bore office~,
relatives of recreational boaters, etc.

4. Thc unified plan should include a place on thc FOSC checklist used for
chemical countermeasures to note that a.search has been made and
evacuations conducted, if necessary, for people possibly in the target urea.

3. When ecotourisrn resources are affected, an ecotourism representative
should be on the Multi-agency Coordination Committee  MAC!. Accord-
ing to the unified plan, the Incident Command System for Oil and Hazard-
ous Substance Discharges is designed "to organize and manage responses
to incidents involving a number of interested parties in a variety of
activities"  Unified Plan, B-1!. Depending on the size and nature of a spill,
the unified command may appoint a unified staff. lf the need arise», the
unified liaison officer organizes the MAC. Membership on the committee
"will vary from incident-to-incident and from phase-to-phase, but may
include senior level representatives of Local, State and Federal agencies,
communitics, landowners, leaseholders, and special interest groups
affecte by the spill"  Unitied Plan, B-1 1!. Presumably commercial
interests such as fishing, tourism, and logging would qualify as "special
interest groups affected by thc spill,' However, if the names of contact
organizations for tourism are not listed in Annex E as informational
resources, then it is less likely they will be contacted and invited to
participate.
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The unified plan discusses chemical countermeasures; dispersants,
chemical agents, and other spill imtigating substances, devices, or techno]-
ogy  Annex F!. FOSC approval requires completion of a checklist, The
checklist for using di»per»ant» in zone 1 includes information on the
distance to the nearest town, but does not include any references to other
settlements, such as lodges, hunting camps or anchorages, or other human
uses. There is no place on the form for the FOSC to know whcthcr a
search has been conducted and people evacuated. The checklists for using
disper»ant» in zones 2 and 3 and undesignated areas and in situ burning
include information on distances to the nearest town plus an additional
section for resource agencies to complete, Commercial facilities and
enterprises as well a» public facilities and enterprises are listed. However,
there is still no place on the form for the FOSC to know whether a search
has been conducted for people in the area and evacuation» made  Unified
Plan, F-26-44!. Since thi» i» a potential safety concern, the uiufied plan
should be amended.

5. There is a need for plan writer to communicate better with all affected
public» and to make public policy decisions after consultation with all
affected parties, Unlike environmental impact statements, contingency
plans do not require public scoping sessions, public notification, or public
comment periods. As a result, there is poor coordination between the
writers of these plans and the public they are protecting. In some cases,
important public policy decisions are made at the contingency plan level
without public review, For example, a review of all the contingency plans
shows that only one special economic interest, commercial fishing, has
been included in thc planning proce»». Other», such as ccotouri»m and
logging, are excluded. And yet, both of these industries were and will be
affected by oil spills. The decision to exclude them occurred without any
public notice to either affected industry and without an opportunity for
them to comment.

Discussion

Since 1989, contingency plans for the Prince William Sound region
have improved significantly, Alyeska is certainly to be commended for its
work. However, although required by OPA 90 to describe 'areas of special
economic importance... that might be damaged by a discharge"  OPA 90
Sec, 4202[4][c][ii J!, the plans have focused on protecting environmentally
sensitive areas and commercial fisheries. No attention has been paid to
protecting recreation and tourism resources or the people involved in those
acti vi ti c».
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